SC Tablet

Communicate on the go

SC Tablet is a portable yet durable iPad-based speech generating device for people of all ages with communication impairments. Pre-loaded with AAC apps, this rugged device has a fitted silicone case to withstand drops, complete with reinforced corners, a screen-protecting frame, and built-in handle and stand. It’s available in two sizes: SC Tablet and SC Tablet Mini.

iPad solution
Communicate with a device that includes an iPad pre-loaded with AAC apps.

Portable
Take it on the go thanks to its handheld size, carry strap, and built-in handle and stand.

Durable
Protect against drops thanks to a sturdy frame with crash corners and faceplate.

Powerful speakers
Make your voice heard clearly with integrated extra-loud speakers.
Made for communication

SC Tablet combines Tobii Dynavox technology with an iPad to create a powerfully portable communication solution. This AAC device is pre-loaded with a choice of apps; TD Snap for symbol-supported communicators or TD Talk for literate adults. SC Tablet comes with a 10.2" iPad, and SC Tablet Mini comes with an iPad mini 6.

Included software

**TD Snap**
A symbol-supported AAC app offering a choice of solutions, complete with tools and resources.

**TD Talk**
A simple text-to-speech app that enables natural conversation using just your hands.

**Snap Scene Lite**
An instant scene-based language app that turns everyday moments into learning opportunities.

Accessories
All SC Tablet devices come with several accessories included in the box, which are also available to buy separately as spares or replacements.

Shoulder Strap  Charger  Charging cable

To find out more about SC Tablet devices including pricing and specifications, visit: tobiidynavox.com/pages/sc-tablet